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The New York University Curatorial Collaborative is proud to present When A Digital Surface Meets A                
Mutable Apparatus… , on view from Tuesday, February 14 through Saturday, February 18 at 80WSE Gallery               
Project Space. This exhibition is a part of the 2017 Senior Honors Studio series, which features five                 
consecutive single-week shows. This is the third year of the student-led initiative designed to connect               
graduate students in art history and curatorial studies from the Institute of Fine Arts with               
undergraduates in Steinhardt School’s Department of Art and Art Professions.  
 
When A Digital Surface Meets A Mutable Apparatus… is a two-person show featuring works by Daniel Mock and                  
Dylan Riley, curated by Regina Harsanyi. This show aims to illustrate contemplations on both              
contemporary film theory and the utility of the readymade, focusing on six pieces, with iterations               
created specifically for this exhibition.  
 
Seemingly in conversation with the writings of Giuliana Bruno, Riley’s work incorporates the scrim as an                
essential element to his software-based, randomized controlled projections. Riley creates a constant            
interplay between the tangible and digital realms, further demonstrated through his use of generated              
still images, made available to the visitor both through a conventionally bound artist book as well as                 
scattered pages strewn across the gallery floor.  
 
Mock plays with readymades in an intimate and transformative way, site-specifically reinventing their             
utility with each new context in mind. For example, in this exhibition, Pulpit (2017) interacts with                
Riley’s artist book by assuming the role of plinth or stand. Mock’s sculptures often meld with the                 
distinct features of the spaces that temporarily houses them. Throughout this exhibition, whether             
attention is drawn to the texture of a screen, or the shift in utility of an otherwise mundane object,                   
these “surfaces” are intended for careful consideration and cannot be overlooked.   
 
When A Digital Surface Meets A Mutable Apparatus… is documented in an accompanying publication featuring               
a curatorial essay by Regina Harsanyi and reproduced images of additional works by Mock and Riley.   
 
For further information please contact Rachel Harrison at rachel.harrison@nyu.edu  or 80wsepress@nyu.edu . 
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 // Exhibition Checklist // 
  
 

Dylan Riley 
Version 0 (Versions 0-10 Series, 2016) 
Edition printed  in 2017 
Laser printed pages on paper, book board,  
book cloth, and PVA glue 
8 x 10 inches 

Dylan Riley 
Cluster Iteration 
2016 
Custom software, cotton blend fabric, poplar, and 
continuous digital projection 
96 x 54 inches 

Daniel Mock 
 Pulpit (Robby Nafie) 
2017 
Metal, wood, plastic, pleather, marble, finish, 
adhesives, electrical, elbow grease, and sin 
24 x 24 x 48 inches 

Dylan Riley 
Untitled (Printer) 
2017  
Custom software, laser printer, paper, and toner  
(activates every three minutes) 
Dimensions variable 

Daniel Mock 
Dust Decorum 
2017 
Metal, wood, plastic, pleather, marble, finish, 
adhesives, electrical, elbow grease, and sin 
Dimensions variable 

Daniel Mock & Dylan Riley 
Dolly and Untitled (Dolly Projection) 
2017 
Custom software (2016), cotton blend fabric, 
continuous digital projection, wood, metal, rubber  
and adhesive 
Dimensions variable  
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